Postcraniometric sex and ancestry estimation in South Africa: a validation study.
With the acceptance of the Daubert criteria as the standards for best practice in forensic anthropological research, more emphasis is being placed on the validation of published methods. Methods, both traditional and novel, need to be validated, adjusted, and refined for optimal performance within forensic anthropological analyses. Recently, a custom postcranial database of modern South Africans was created for use in Fordisc 3.1. Classification accuracies of up to 85% for ancestry estimation and 98% for sex estimation were achieved using a multivariate approach. To measure the external validity and report more realistic performance statistics, an independent sample was tested. The postcrania from 180 black, white, and colored South Africans were measured and classified using the custom postcranial database. A decrease in accuracy was observed for both ancestry estimation (79%) and sex estimation (95%) of the validation sample. When incorporating both sex and ancestry simultaneously, the method achieved 70% accuracy, and 79% accuracy when sex-specific ancestry analyses were run. Classification matrices revealed that postcrania were more likely to misclassify as a result of ancestry rather than sex. While both sex and ancestry influence the size of an individual, sex differences are more marked in the postcranial skeleton and are therefore easier to identify. The external validity of the postcranial database was verified and therefore shown to be a useful tool for forensic casework in South Africa. While the classification rates were slightly lower than the original method, this is expected when a method is generalized.